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original run: 1980s-90s creators: glenn chadbourne, paul kirchner, don gummer, steve o'donnell stars: charles vernon, jonathan winters, bill cosby, paul winfield, david brenner, bob wick, jim varney, ralph wiggum, frank welker, fred wolf, joey fatone network: cartoon network heres a very
funny update on a popular classic. in this case, its the simpsons, which has been running for over 20 years. chuck norris defends his family from the clutches of the grim reaper, homer is abducted by aliens, and the town is invaded by ninjas. the comedy always takes place in springfield, but

the town is still very much in the real world, just with slightly different people in it (and in the case of invasion of the body snatchers, for the past 12 seasons people have been replaced by aliens). the "homage" to chuck norris is just one example of how chuck is always popping up in pop
culture, even in the most unexpected places, like this monster hunter-themed commercial for chuck charms, which also has the families dog-like "best buddy" defend his home from the grim reaper. chuck also pops up in this episode, where marge is forced to babysit a little girl who can
speak in chuckisms, and soon the two find themselves on a mission to find chuck's lost belt buckle. actually, its one of the funniest episodes of the show, and its a really cool spin on a classic and iconic show that deserves a second look. scott shaw, original run: 1985-2002 creators: kevin

eastman, peter laird, david wise, freddie williams stars: casey kasem, bobby cannavale, jennifer coolidge, johnny knoxville network: syndicatedanother one of the duo of anythings that the teenage mutant ninja turtles comics of the 1980s was the video game adaptation. as i stated above,
those games were perfect with the new franchise, and konami maintained the formula for years to come. in 2011, konami took a page out of the deadpool playbook and threw the game world into turmoil with their newest iteration, a first person shooter starring none other than donatello.

while the game received mixed reviews, it probably did more for the teenage mutant ninja turtles franchise in a year than the hundreds of guest artist comics and toys it spawned.
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as a drummer, he's always seemed to run rings around his contemporaries, john bonham in led zeppelin and ian paice in deep purple to name but two. john bonham was basically a free player - much more fluid and imaginative than ian paice, which kind of calls to mind for the drummer
role, especially in a band like zeppelin where bonham isn't as tight as the others. plus it really made the band sound like one of these dance party bands. he had three steps, he was an in-betweener, and then he was in the main band, and he was the main band. for quite a while, in the late

1970s and early '80s, they were basically basically as "rock" as led zeppelin. there was really no hint of hard-rock at all. they were a pretty good band; they were a classic heavy metal band. the zeppelin shows were amazing, just amazing. hemsworth is one of the few actors whose prospects
seem brighter now than they did in 2006, as he made his breakout the year prior with a surprise lead role in the disney fantasy film prince of persia: the sands of time. he then went on to become "the perfect villain," in disney chairman michael eisner's words, starring as the war-torn king in
their newly retitled epic, which was a critical and financial success. country star tyler farr returns to the big screen this summer with anchorman 2: the legend continues. showing a history of comedic timing and deft comic timing, ben affleck's successful 2009 flick gave him the first entry in a
new wave of filmmakers that play with genre and self-reference. ..and if that ain't a hoot, i don't know what is! one of my favorite cartoonists is glenn chadbourne, who even wrote the screenplay for bill cosby's putnam's friends, and i was immediately very excited to see his work exhibit in a
new collection of cartoons he put together for a broad audience, the big book of human anatomy. the comics are a mix of funny, often absurd stories and eye-catching, always interesting anatomy cartoons (which are centered around the bare bones of a person and how they work together,
for example, the relationship between the heart and the brain, or how the spine is put together). interestingly enough, that book also includes some of the background information on the comic artist he is: his dad was a doctor, he frequently went to medical conferences, and he has always

been fascinated with the body, which makes for a really fun and weird trip through a cartoon artist's mind. of course, in glenn's comics, his way of exploring these issues is an art of wit and balance, so while the science in some ways is more powerful than the humor, they work together,
creating a truly profound and satisfying view into the reality of what the body can do. 5ec8ef588b
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